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ABSTRACT

A customary approach to auditing and reporting deficiencies is to keep a running
list of those that are found, evaluate the severity of each, and based on the evidence,
document findings or observations or concerns in an audit report. The report is issued
and the auditee is normally requested to address "root cause" as part of their corrective
action.

Does this knowledge of deficiencies produce "commitment, re:_ponsibility, and
reward" for the auditee? For the auditor? Frequently not. The laundry list approach to
documenting audit findings tends to perpetuate the stereotype of the QA auditor as the
bean counter, the nit-picker suffering from a fatal case of tunnel vision who puts
everything on paper but nothing in perspective. The auditor and the auditee both are
diminished in the process.

This paper describes a "root problem" approach to documenting audit findings
that is designed not only to put the QA auditor in a more favorable light, but to more
effectively enable the auditee to identify root cause and meaningful corrective action.

The positive results of this approach are considerable. You will have fewer
findings but those you do have will be substantial. You will cite requirements that sound
reasonable and make arguments difficult. If some of the supporting deficiencies
(examples) prove to be incorrect, you wi!l still have ample support for the original
finding. You will be seen as a reasonable individual who can help lead the auditee
towards identification of root cause without taking away part of the responsibility. You
even have a fair chance of fostering a sense of commitment to quality improvement on
the auditee's part. This in itself, is its own reward.

ipacific Northwest Laboratory is operated by Battelle Memoria" Institute
for the U.S. Department of Energy, under contract DE-ACO6_76RLO1830.



INTRODUCTION

I probably learned to audit and write audit reports much the same way you did:
develop a checklist based on requirements, use the checklist but follow your nose, look
for deficiencies under every rock - and write them up! Implied, if not stated, was the
premise that there was a direct relationship between the number of findings you came up
with and the quality of the audit - the greater the number of findings, the better the
audit. Also inversely implied was that if you didn't have any findings, then you just
didn't dig deep enough.

Not necessarily stated or acknowledged as company policy (certainly not in my
case), this attitude is embedded in the quality assurance culture, lt affects us. lt affected
me, and I diligently wrote and issued standard audit reports with a full complement of
findings, and a suitable number of observations (lesser deficiencies). But as time went
on, I began to feel uncomfortable with my reports, especially the findings. They were
legitimate noncompliances, but when I weighed each one separately and asked the
question, "So what?", I couldn't co,'ne up with enough of substance. Likewise, the
corrective action responses I received were lightweight too, rarely of sufficient caliber to
prevent recurrence. At an exit meeting (,our name for a post-audit conference), a
program manager responded to his latest audit report, an ample portion of findings and
observations, by asking, "Why do you people keep writing up so much insignificant stuff?
We've put so many band-aids on this program that we can hardly move -- and the same
problems are still here." I made the decision then and there that I needed to do one of
two things: find another job or change the way I was doing this ,one. I opted for the
latter and developed a systems attitude to writing audit findings, substantiated by the
most reasonable sounding requirements l_aguage I could find. This "root problem"
approach is a technique for documenting findings, based on identification of a systems
problem of which the individual deficiency is a representative part. An integral part of
the technique, however, is an appreciation for the power of words/phraseology to impact,
negatively or positively, the motivation of the auditee to identify root cause and
subsequent process improvement.

TEXT

Be reasonable...

In a research or laboratory environment, one of the most frequent responses
heard from auditees to audit findings is apt to be, "If it hasn't affected the quality of nay
data, who cares?" The implied answer to this question is that nobody cares -- except the
auditors. If you look at a common approach used to document deficiendes in an audit

report, the "laundry list" technique, it is not surprising that the response is negative. The
factual basis of the finding is rarely in dispute, but the impact of the finding on work
quality is almost always heatedly debated. The phenomenon of how people respond to
the arrangement of written material, the sense of that arrangement, is at work here.
Instead of taking the additional step of synthesizing information ("What does it ali



mean?"), we stop short and simply write a catalogue of deficiencies, citing requirements
to be sure but lacking a rationale, a unifying concept that points to a pattern among
deficiencies, items that at first glance may seem to bear little or no relation to one
another. To say it another way, we stop short of making sense out of what we have seen
and hand over information to the auditee that isn't fully processed. You could even call
this information "non-sense." Auditees frequently have other names for it.
,,,

Using a "root problem" approach to writing audit findings has two primary
components, both of which involve change: discarding the practice of citing superficially
different deficiencies in favor of clustering them around a common function or system
(fortified findings); changing our tone of voice by choosing a different source for
supporting requirements; i.e., forsaking the autocratic voice of procedural requirements
and adopting the more reasonable tone of general requirements or policy statements.

Cluster deficiencies...

Clustering deficiencies around a common core requires a temporary suspension of
judgement as to the severity of each deficiency, during the information gathering stage of
the audit - unless a safety issue or gross noncompliance is identified which requires
immediate corrective action. It means compiling information and looking for ex-nerging
patterns in what may seem to be random or unrelated noncompliances. Finally, it means
combining representative deficiencies into a single finding. An example of this might be
citing numerous lesser administrative noncompliances as a singular example of lack of
attention to administrative systems in general. The finding might include such items as
failure to update a QA Plan when there has been an organizational change; failure to
provide documented evidence that a log has been reviewed on the required quarterly
basis; failure t_, track staff training needs on the required form; etc, Exhibits A and B
are examples oi' what an "enriched" finding might look like.

At the very least, clustering means documenting like deficiencies as elements of
one global finding. If several laboratory notebooks reveal lack of traceability to
measuring and test equipment used to perform analyses, cite each notebook in question
as a separate bullet/item in a single finding. An example of how no_!to write a finding is
the case of the safety compliance auditors who issued 68 findings in their audit report, 60
of which were identical, with the exception of where each ungrounded electrical plug was
located. The importance of the safety feature, albe" a minor one, was completely
engulfed in a wave of indignation over what was perceived as mindless reporting. The
remaining 8 findings were tarred with the same brush and were discounted, and the
corrective action responses for all the findings were negligible.

The primary payoff of more fully processed findings is that they are perceived by
the auditee as basically reasonable, as comprising part of a larger system that applies to
the day-to-day running of a business or program. The secondary payoff is that _k!!u,the
report writer/auditor are also perceived by _he auditee as basically reasonable. What
used to be nitpicking deficiencies when they stood alone are now useful examples of
things that need to be fixed as parts of a much larger systems problem.



Sound reasonable...

"IT'S NOT WHAT YOU SAID, IT'S HOW YOU SAID IT." This is a common
complaint heard in a marriage counselor's office. It's also a common complaint, but not
necessarily voiced, by organizations being audited, and frequently in response to
documentation prepared and issued by quality assurance auditors on deficiencies
observed during audits; i.e., audit findings.

A large part of the problem can be the source selected f_,r the requirements, the
document the auditor chooses to cite in the audit report to back up the
noncompliance/finding. Usually the source is not a quality assurance policy statement
but an implementing procedure that describes the deficiency with such detail that there
is no case for mistaken identity. The auditor attempts to demonstrate a perfect fit
between the deficiency and the requirement that's been violated - so that there is no
room for argument.

Unfortunately, this approach frequently backfires. Rather than the desired
enlightenment and commitment to process improvement that we hope to encourage by
accurate reporting, our reports are met instead with varying degrees of rancor,
defensiveness, and often an increased divisiveness between the quality assurance
organization and the staff whose work we are called upon to verify.

Set the tone...

Part of the problem is our tone of voice, or more precisely, the tenor of
procedural language. To demonstrate this, let's compare some of the differences
between quality assurance policy statements and associated implementing procedures.
As an aside, the Quality Assurance Program at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory is
promulgated in a threepart document: the QA Manual, policy statements which are the
architecture of the program; Administrative Procedures and the Good Practices
Standard, both implementing documents. Regardless of what they're called or how
they're arranged, most QA Programs use some sort of model that provides for
appropriate levels of detail.

Quality Assurance Policy Statements are customarily directed towards the
organizational level. They are frameworks for carrying out QA/QC activities. They are
systems oriented in their approach to controlling activities. They tell you "WHAT'-- and
"WHY", if they're written effectively.

Quality Assurance Implementing Procedures, on the other hand, are directed
towards the implementation level. They are b_lueprints for carrying out QA/QC
activities. They are discrete, oriented towards a very specific action or item. They tell
you "HOW, WHEN, AND WHO."

And what about language and tone of voice? The language used in the QA
Policy Statements is noticeably different from that used in the implementing Procedures



- different styles to convey different kinds of information. One is much more descriptive
(Policy Statements) than prescriptive (Implementing Procedures). One is more robust in
scope but diffuse in application (Policy Statements), while the other is much sharper in
focus but limited in scope (Implementing Procedures). The voice of the Policy
Statements is primarily reasonable in tone and consequently difficult to argue with. It
sounds sensible because it is describing common sense observations formulated as
requirements, based on a consensus of experience and shared values, lt feels more like
"normar' language (translated: "non-QA"). Most people respond positively to this tone of
voice because it's somewhat familiar.

Policy statements...

As an example, the following is a Policy Statement concerning management of
quality assurance records: "PNL maintains a records system to ensure availability of
documented evidence or activities performed. This system provides for ttw protection against
loss; damage, or deterioration of records, lt also provides for the identification, storage,
retrieval, and final disposition of these records." Who can argue with the need for a
system to protect quality assurance records? It makes good sense. It's reasonable.

By comparison, the collection of Implementing Procedures is a highly detailed
series of steps designed to implement a process or system of events required to happen.
Its tone of voice is primarily dictatorial, authoritarian. It depicts a specific way to do a
particular thing. In an attempt to be precise in specifying requirements, it can sound
unreasonable, trivial, and petty (some even say ridiculous). Many people respond
negatively to this tone of voice -- if they respond at all!

Procedural language...

As an example, the following are two requirements from the hnplementing
Procedures pertaining to quality assurance records: " Ttze Custodian shall inspect the
records to verify that they are signed, initialed, or otherwise authenticated and dated.
Handwritten signatures are not required if the record is identified by a statement from the
reporting individual or orgnaization." "If it is' necessaly to correct a record or add
supplemental information, the Custodian or other person authorized by the Cognizant
Manager s!_allprepare a Document Correction Cover Sheet (Exhibit 7) identifying the
incorrect records and explaining the purpose of the correction. The Cognizant Manager shall
sigp the Document Correction Cover Sheet." Makes your head hurt doesn't it? Lots of
details -- which you SHALL implement.

Neither of the responses, negative or' none at all, lend themselves to high quality
root cause identification and corresponding successful corrective action. What they often
d._0_olead to is further alienation of those being audited, which leads to a "band-aid

approach" to fixing deficiencies, which leads to perpetuation of the perception among the
audited that quality assurance audits are a waste of their time and money, which leads to
further alienation from quality assurance and the people associated with it, which leads
to less and less ownership of noncompliances, which leads to ever lessening job



satisfaction for the auditors, and the cycle goes on in a classic feedback loop on a
downward spiral.

Disabling the loop...

To disable this counterproductive loop requires effort and takes time. There are
no quick fixes. It will require a shift in the way auditors view audits and those they
audit. It will require auditors to have a healthy respect for the power of print, and a
consequent change in their "verbal attitude"-- a change Jn the tone and substance of the
written information they deliver to their clients -- specifically the audit report -- and most
specifically audit findings. These changes are necessary to effect a modification in the
auditee's perception, namely, that quality assurance requirements "belong to" quality
assurance auditors, that one side of the house (the verifiers) is pitted against the other
(the doers).

CONCLUSION

There's a saying, "Use pain to teach, not to punish." We, as auditors, are in a
unique position to incorporate this message into our client deliverables, our audit
reports. We can use our intimate knowledge of quality assurance to empower our clients
in performing the work that they do. We can also provide them with a bird's eye view
unclouded by a personal connection with the work. Remember, above all, that it is
people we audit (not the requirements), people who get our reports (not the findings),
and people who make effective corrective action happen (not the system).

Look for patterns, the big picture. Redesign the architecture of audit findings.
Wherever possible, cluster deficiencies which are systems related, rather than
procedurally related, to help the auditee see the value of applying systems to their work.
Opt for the reasonable language of policy statements when citing requirements -- to
enhance the auditee's understanding of why we have a particular requirement in the first
place.

The upward spiral...

With a new respect for your documentation, the way you talk to them on paper,
you increase the chances of improving the auditee's response to deficiencies. You will
begin to see improvements in root cause identification and the engineering of effective
corrective action. You will begin to see improvements in attitudes towards you as an
auditor in particular and QA audits in general. Perhaps most importantly, you will begin
to experience a more positive attitude developing in (y_.Q___,towards performing audits. By
elevating the significance of deficiencies, you elevate in like measure the importance of
responses to correct them, which in turn enhances the auditee's role as process improver
- which fosters improved performance on your part, which promotes improved
performance on their part, and so on and on. This is the kind of rewarding feedback
cycle everyone can benefit from!



EXHIBIT A: AN ENRICHED AUDIT FINDING

Requirement:

QA Manual ABC, Section 5: INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Documentation is prepared and retained when activities affecting quality are performed,
in order to provide sufficient backup to the deliverable provided.

Finding:

Based on available documentation, there is insufficient attention to administrative
matters by project staff, to allow the project administrator to function effectively and
efficiently, and to provide adequate documentation of the activities performed.

• The QA Plan is not currer, t; it does not accurately reflect the identity and
responsibilities of key project staff.

• The controlled documents list does not accurately reflect the locations and
custodians of all technical documents.

• Independent technical reviews are not adequately documented; the documentation
available does not provide for resolution of nonconcurring comments.

• The measuring and test equipment control list does not indicate who the
equipment custodian is or where all the equipment is located.

• The Laboratory Record Book control list does not identify all staff authorized to
make entries or review entries.



EXHIBIT B: ANOTHER ENRICHED AUDIT FINDING

Requirement:

QA Manual ABC, Section 6: .DOCUMENT CONTROL

Documents that prescribe activities affecting quality, such as instructions, procedures,
drawings, and changes to these documents, are controlled to assure that the versions
used in the work piace are correct and available to the staff doing the work.

Finding:

Communication between the project document coordinator and technical project staff
appears to be inadequate to assure that project documentation accurately reflects the
current status of ali controlled documents. Based on available documentation, it is
difficult to establish who should be working to what (i.e., which staff are working to
which revision and if that revision is the correct one).

• Test Instructions identified in the Test Plan, XYZ-12/Rev. 1, are inconsistent with
the Test Instructions identified as the Work Piace Copy.

• The project Controlled Documents List is not up do date; i.e., it does not
consistently reflect the most current revision or location of ali technical
procedures.

• Documentation (the Client Controlled Documents List) that keeps track of
client-generated controlled documents does not indicate revision numbers or dates
of issue.

• Technical procedure manuals are not consistently up to date, based on current
documentation (the Controlled Documents List).

• Receipt of controlled documents is not acknowledged by a majority of the staff.






